
ancient and modern shrubs or climbers, the sweet-smelling bloom will

captivate and enthrall with displays of colour from many different varieties.

Commanding Vistas
Part of the allure of country estate gardens is the spectacular views of the

surrounding landscape. Some gardens carve out natural frames through

topiary or willow to admire the scenery. Ha Ha’s are a simple yet effective

design element creating the feeling of openness, allowing unbroken views

from the house and garden to the countryside beyond. English landscape

garden designers have been keen to create ha ha’s in many of their famous

gardens to date. 

Stairways
Garden stairs are a traditional design element used to create height and connect

zones. This can be in the form of a dramatic feature grand staircase or smaller

beautifully designed steps to raise an area to admire the green and beyond. Stairs

can be designed on sloping ground or flat levels. Stairs elevate a garden design

highlighting visual appeal and helping create that all all-important wow factor.

Water, Daytime Serenity & Evening Soirées
To complete a country estate garden design water features such as lakes,

ponds, and pools define scale, sightlines, and boundaries. Wide expanses of

still water emit a sense of space and serenity. Take a moment to enjoy

butterflies dancing near the water’s edge or swifts swooping down to the

water below. Enclosed formal ponds create spaces for intimacy, daytime

contemplation, or a late evening Soirée. 
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Crafted in Surrey for
year-round garden living

The recent sharp increase in working from home, coupled with this

year’s long, beautiful summer has led many of us to re-evaluate our

gardens… and it’s no surprise that some homeowners are looking to

create a new year-round space in the garden for relaxing, working or

even working out.

Neil Phillipson, design director at Kani.House, explains that the

appeal of a garden building is multi-faceted: “For some, it’s about

having a space that is more connected with the outdoors, but for

others, it’s about having a quiet retreat just

a few feet away from their busy home.”

Kani.House are a Surrey-based family-

run business that specialise in fully

bespoke garden rooms.  “No two projects

are ever the same,” Neil remarks, “we’re

deliberately small-scale, and this allows us

to take a personal approach to every

building that guarantees it meets the

owner’s requirements precisely”.

This personal approach is clear from

Kani.House’s portfolio; projects from a

clever garden kitchen to an elegant pool

house stand out as unique, elegant and

timeless designs that both complement

and enhance their surroundings.

Beyond the architecture, Neil says the

key is in the materials: each of their garden buildings contain a cutting-

edge insulation usually only seen in large commercial premises.  “We

scaled down this technology to allow us to insulate our garden

buildings to a far greater degree than other designs,” Neil explains,

“the result is an environment that is truly comfortable and inviting no

matter what the weather throws at it.”

Kani.House can be contacted on 01483 901185. Or visit the

website: www.kani.house

No two projects are ever the same, deliberately being
small-scale allows Kani.House to take a personal
approach to every building that guarantees it meets
the owner’s requirements precisely


